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AND NON-ARGYLE FROM FOUR CONTINENTS
Branko Deljanin (CGL Canadian Gemlab, Inc., Vancouver)

INTRODUCTION
ancy colored diamonds are breaking all records at auctions for price
paid per carat. Blue and red diamonds are considered the most expensive natural gems by weight in the world
(Figure 1).

This article aims to give an overview of
natural pink diamonds from seven major
producing countries on four continents.
We suggest establishing a new class of
“Argyle-type pink diamonds” with characteristic features using standard and advanced gemological instruments.

F

The entire annual production of Argyle
pink diamonds that are greater than
0.50 ct could fit into the palm of one
hand. The largest Argyle pink diamond
is the Pink Jubilee, an 8.01 ct, half
FIGURE 1. Fancy red 5.11 ct loose Moussaief
rough, half polished diamond. Its origiRed polished diamond sold for $2 million/ct.
nal weight was 12.76 ct (Figure 2), the
Photo by Mouawad Jewellery.
largest pink rough ever produced by the
West Australian mine. Rio Tinto donated
this light pink wonder to the Melbourne Museum.
If any of these mines ceased operation, it would likely not
SOURCES OF NATURAL PINK DIAMONDS IN THE WORLD
affect the world’s market value of near-colorless diamonds.
The following are sources of pink and purple non-Argyle and
In the case of pink diamonds, 90 percent of the world’s
Argyle
diamonds in historical order from all commercial
supply is mined from a single source, Rio Tinto’s Argyle
sources
(* indicates mines examined in the last six years as
Mine in Australia.
part of a research project):
Although operations at Argyle are currently underground, the
mine’s production life is expected to run until late 2020. This
limitation, combined with the rarity of pink diamonds, are
contributing factors to skyrocketing prices approaching 15
percent compound per annum over the past ten years.
Natural near-colorless diamonds originate
from more than ten diamond-producing
nations whose mines are owned by several big mining companies including Alrosa, De Beers and Rio Tinto. In addition,
many other primary and alluvial deposits
are sporadically mined by smaller companies in places like Brazil and Africa, even
by family businesses.

The demand for pink diamonds has increased in part due to
the following factors (Deljanin 2014):
• Exposure in mainstream media, most often in the
form of famous celebrities buying pink diamonds as
well as record-breaking prices at major auctions
• Australia’s strict adherence to the Kimberley Process
and the proven conflict free Australian origin of Argyle
pinks supported by effective marketing by Rio Tinto
• The overall rarity of pink diamonds compared to other
colors
• Closure of Argyle diamond mine in late 2020
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FIGURE 2. Argyle Pink Jubilee diamond 12.76 ct is the
largest Argyle pink. Photo by Rio Tinto, Australia.
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FIGURE 3. The largest pink diamond in Canada is this 2.75 ct. light pink, SI1
clarity and originates from the Victor Mine in Ontario. Photo by Brian Delos
Reyes, CGL Canadian Gemlab.

• Indonesia (Borneo, Kalimantan) - oldest diamond
mining from rivers, starting in 16th century
• India (Golconda) - from kimberlite in the 17th century
• Brazil* (Minas Gerais, Mato Grosso) - from rivers in
18th century until present day
• South Africa - from kimberlite in late 19th century until
present day
• Angola *(Racauna) - from 1912 until present day
• Venezuela* (Santa Elena) - diamonds founded in rivers
in 1920s until present day
• Tanzania (Wiliamson Mine) - from kimberlite in 1940s
until present day
• Congo *(Katanga, Mbuji Mayi, Kasai Province) - from
rivers in mid-20th century until present day
• Russia *(Siberia- Mir and Anabar Mines, European
part-Severalmaz) - from kimberlites in 1950s and
placer deposits until present day
• Australia* (Argyle) - from lamproites from 1985 until
present day
• Canada* (NWT, Diavik Mine and Northern Ontario,
Victor mine) - from kimberlites for last 15 years
• Lesotho (Kao Mine) - from kimberlite in 2014

FIGURE 4. This 1.03 ct fancy brownish purplish pink from Diavik Mine (Rio
Tinto). Photo by Brian Delos Reyes, CGL Canadian Gemlab.

The largest pink diamond to be mined in Canada to date is
2.75 ct, light pink, SI1 clarity and originates from the Victor
Mine in Ontario (Figure 3), owned and operated be De Beers
Canada (Deljanin 2016). The mine opened in 2008 and has
produced 7.2 million carats of diamonds but closed in 2019.
CGL Canadian Gemlab also has had the chance to test 100
pinks form Diavik Mine in Northwest Territories (Figure 4).
TESTING OF ARGYLE AND NON-ARGYLE WITH
STANDARD AND ADVANCED GEM INSTRUMENTS
In 2007, author began a research project in conjunction with
an international team on the characterization of pink diamonds of different origins. It found that Argyle stones exhibit
typical strong blue fluorescence under LWUV lamp and a
characteristic ‘‘fingerprint’’ in the infrared part of the spectra.
While rare Golconda diamonds are Type IIa, Argyle pinks
comprise nitrogen and typically more in ‘B’ form than ‘A,’
making them Type IaAB (Deljanin at al 2008). In the past six
years, GRS Research Swisslab (GRS) in collaboration with
CGL Canadian Gemlab, has been accumulating data on pink
diamonds from different sources using standard gem instruments and advanced spectroscopy (VIS, FTIR and PL) along
with other advanced techniques (Deljanin et al 2015).

FIGURE 5 (a, b, c, d). An Argyle Diamond (2P Argyle, fancy intense pink, far left) showing strong LW and medium SW blue under PL inspector (left and right).
If pink color is due to irradiation/heat treatment stone would fluoresce strong orange (far right). Photos by John Chapman, Gemetrix, Australia.
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Origin of Pink Diamonds

Magnification

Pattern under CPF

LW/SW UV Fluorescence

Strong multicolored
TYPE Ia pattern

LW: med/str. blue

Argyle (Western Australia)

Graphite spots, “frosted”
feathers, parallel pink
octahedral graining, liquid
“bubbles”

Brazil, *India, Lesotho,
South Africa, Tanzania
*Not studied by GRS and
CGL Canadian labs

Weak parallel pink
octahedral graining, mostly
clean or high clarities

“Tatami” pattern in TYPE IIa

LW: none to weak blue
(medium orange in
Golconda)
SW: none
(weak orange in Golconda)

Angola, Brazil, Canada,
Congo, Russia, Venezuela

Crystals, pinpoints, med/str.
parallel pink octahedral
and surface graining

Medium to strong TYPE
Ia pattern

LW: none to med/strong
blue
SW: none to weak blue

SW: weak/med blue

TABLE 1. Summary of tests with standard instruments and information collected from literature, previous research. Modified by B. Deljanin after table published in In Color magazine 2015 (B. Deljanin, Dr. A. Peretti, M. Allesandri.)

Presence of any pink/purple octahedral
graining with higher magnification in
larger stones is an indication that the
color is natural, but it is difficult to separate provenance based on inclusions.

tenders held in major cities around the
world to a selected group of diamond
dealers. Only a total of a few kilos of
pinks are produced every year and most
of these are small diamonds and, as previously explained, only a small portion
(approximately 50 stones) of over 1.00 ct
are discovered each year. Fancy vivid
pinks and reds over 0.50 ct are so rare
and expensive that intense pinks are recut to improve the color grade and value
(Figure 6).

Our research confirmed that Argyle stones
(Figure 5a) exhibit strong blue fluorescence under portable LWUV lamp (“PL inspector”) and weaker under SW light
(Figure 5b, 5c) that correspond to typical
visible spectra and characteristic ‘fingerFIGURE 6. Leibisch chief buyer made the deprint’ in the infrared part of the spectra. cision to buy a 1.71 ct fancy intense at Argyle
Some Russian, Venezuelan and African Tender and re-cut it to 1.68 ct, fancy vivid pur- Pink diamonds have appeared only sposources (Table 1) also display strong blue plish pink. Photo by Leibisch, Israel.
radically in jewelry until the discovery of
fluorescence so other advanced tests are
the Argyle Mine. In the mid-1980s, it bekey to separation. Fluorescence is a good
came the first mine to produce a steady
screening test to separate treated natural or treated lab-grown
supply of melee up to 0.10 ct, small pink diamonds under
pinks from natural colored pinks (Figure 5d).
1 ct, along with the rarer pinks exceeding 1.00 ct (Deljanin
2013). The new mine supplied sufficient volume to make
MARKETING OF ARGYLE PINKS
pavé jewelry with pink diamonds possible (Figure 7a). DurThe rarest pink and blue Argyle diamonds are sold at annual
ing a CGL workshop in Perth, Australia, we observed that

FIGURE 7 (a,b). A US $2.25 million tiara designed by Asprey, with 175 pink diamonds from the Argyle mine. All fluoresce medium to strong blue. Centre
stone is a 0.80 ct fancy vivid purplish-pink. Photos by Linnes, (left) and Sarah Edwards, NCJV (right), Australia.
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originating from the Argyle Mine in Western Australia, GRS
and CGL can assign equivalent grades to the Argyle color
grading system (1P being most intense and 9P being lightest
color). The GRS-CGL and Argyle color grade has been determined using the best visual comparators available together
with a pink master set that has been compiled using natural
pink diamonds and expanded to correspond with the GRS
and CGL scale (0-10).

FIGURE 8. GRS/CGL Fancy PlusTM color grading scale with indicative correlation to Argyle grades.

Argyle melee pinks fluorescence medium-strong blue (Figure 7b).
CERTIFICATION AND GRADING OF ARGYLE TYPE AND
NON-ARGYLE PINK DIAMONDS
Major gem labs grade fancy colored diamonds based on six
“fancy” color grades. Because of the wide spread of color
saturations across these grades, colored diamond dealers
often subdivide those grades further, based on the color intensity of each stone. There is a significant color and price
difference between the weaker and the stronger end of a
color grade, particularly in the ‘fancy’ and ‘fancy intense’
grades. To address this shortcoming, CGL Canadian Gemlab and GRS have developed additional color sub-categories
(1-10 Fancy PlusTM system with 5 extra grades for Dark and
Deep, total 15 grades) to facilitate better categorized colored diamonds for the market (Figure 8). These sub-grades
use the suffixes ‘+’ and ‘++.’ The Munsell Book of Color is
used as a reference to grade colored diamonds with faceup orientation.
When a pink or blue diamond is tested and determined to be

Argyle-type diamonds have specific characteristics that are
quantifiable as the result of “Advanced Fingerprinting”TM
using a combination of standard and advanced instruments.
The data for every individually analyzed diamond are
archived in the GRS research repository, shared with CGL
Canadian Gem Lab. u
Note: CGL Gemlab and GRS offer commercial reports on
these diamonds referenced here. They have proprietary reporting using their grading system and produce provenance
reports jointly. The information presented here is based on
the author’s research and his joint efforts with the GRS Lab
and their commercial ventures.
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